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Equanons (6) and (7) are combmed to @ve the concentration of 
the sohd component m the bulk hqud phase as follows 

B, = 0 
; B, 

1 m 
smhm(S -A)+ a 0 

(9) 

The rate of gas absorptmn mto the slurry IS then calculated by eqn 
(9) and either eqn (4) or (5) 

When the sohd concentration IS h@ or the mterfacml area m 
the absorber IS small, the second term m the denommator of eqn 
(9) becomes dommant over the first one and & approaches B, If 
the concentrauon of the absorbed gas at the hqmd-gas mterface 16 
Hugh, the posItin of the reaction plane, A, approaches S and the 
first term m the denommator becomes much larger than the 
second one Then, the value of B, approaches zero 

To see the effect of the changes m m and A* on the bulk 
concentration of the dissolved sold component, a numerical 
example IS solved by the model of U&da et al (eqn 5) and the 
results are shown m Fu 1 The values used m the calculation are 
mven m the same figure TIus ligure supports the above dlscusslon 
The snndar results are also obtamed by Ramachandran and 
Sharma’s model 
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NOTATION 
A gas bemg absorbed or concentration of species A, moles/cd 
a mterfacml area, cm”/cm’ 

A* 
A, 
B 
B, 

B. 
D* 
DB 
k, 

k. 

m 
R 

Rd 
R, 

x 
Z 

mterfacml concentration of A, moles/cm’ 
surface area of sohd parQcles, cm*/cm’ slurry 
concentration of hssolved sohd component, moles/cm’ 
concentration of dissolved sohd component m the bulk 

hwd phase, moles/cm’ 
saturation solubfity of sohd, moles/cm3 
tiuslvlty of A m hqmd phase, cm’lsec 
ddfuslvlty of B m hqmd phase, cm*/sec 
hqmd film mass transfer coefficient m the absence of 

chermcal reaction, cmlsec 
mass transfer coefficient for sohd &ssolufion m the absence 

of chemzal reaction, cm/set 
t/(k&IDa) 
rate of absorption of A mto sohd suspendmg soluhon, 

moles/cm’ set 
rate of sohd &solution, moles/cm* set 
rate of ddfus~on of sohd component from the bulk hqmd 

phase to the hqmd tilm, moles/cm2 set 
&stance mto the hqmd Ghn, cm 
number of moles of sohd mssolved reactmg with each mole 

of a 

Greek symbols 
6 hqmd tilm thwkness, cm 
A reaction plane, cm 
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Ignition and extinction of autothermal reactors at periodw operation 

(Recerued 3 January lW5, accepted 22 September 1976) 

The mlluence of enforced concentration varmt~ons on autother- 
mal operation was studled expenmentally The oxidation of 
propylen at a platinum gauze was chosen as example At penodlc 
processmg the reactor could be operated w~thm the temperature 
hysteresis 

In autothermal reactors the enthalpy of exotbermal reactions 
can cause temperature mstablhtles at the catalyst, steep radml 
and axial temperature profiles and can lead to problems with the 
used mater& Consldermg consecutive reactions the preferred 
mntermedate products are often dticult to Isolate because of the 
fast rate of complete ox&bon at Hugh temperatures To obtam 
the mtermedlate products tube bundle reactors vvlth large coolmg 
areas operatmg at high gas velocltles become necessary 

Periodic operation may solve the mentloned problems m a 
simple way Besides the feed concentration temperature, pres- 
sure or residence time may be vaned penodlcally Moreover, the 
reactor can be overloaded for short tunes-l&e m a combustion 
engme-and tlus way Its performance can be remarkably em- 
proved 

Smular aspects of mstationary processmg III chemical reactlon 
engmeermg have already been dlscussed theoretically, e g by 
Horn and Barley [IA] and expenmentily& 61 

Consldenng a first order catalytic oxldatron of a hydrocarbon 
m a CSTR at steady state the heat production by reacuon must 
be equal to the heat transfer rate 

-AH,&&,,, = a(Tc - To) (1) 

It follows eqn (2), a &a&t lme 

kd = -AH:&, (r, - To) =fdTe) 

The effectwe rate constant as a function of temperature can be 
desclrbed by eqn (3)[7,8] 

In Fig 1 function f2(Tc) and fi(T.) for two mlet temperatures r0 
are presented schematically The dashed lmes show the borders 
of the reson for the catalyst temperatures and the effective 
reaction rate constants not obtamable at steady state processmg 

The varlatlon of the mlet hydrocarbon concentration m the 
shape of a square wave function can be used to operate m the 
hysteresis region Vaations of the Inlet concentration (referrmg 
to the mean value) C* between 0 and 2 result m a varlatlon of the 
gra&ent f, as shown m the inequation (4) 

1 m>f: > - 
2 -.AH:C,,,, (4) 

To operate a reactor w~thm a hysterests m the mentioned way a 
dlshnct range of the frequency and of the mlet temperature must 
be observed 
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Fig 1 Ordmate k& (cm/set) (reaction rate constant) abszlsse 
T, (“C) (temperature of catalyst) Schematic &agram of eqn (3) 
(L = ii(K)) and eqn (2) KS = f,(Te)) Subscripts W, rgmtron, ex, 

extmctlon 

APPARATUS 

A vetical glass tube with an mner dLameter of 28 mm was 
chosen as reactor (Fig 2) An autothermal behavlour was ap- 
proxunated by a vacuum Jacket and a heated au bath A platmum 
gauze was honz.ontally Qghtened m the tube (duuneter of -es 
0 06 mm, 1024 mesh/cm’, transparency 0 65. we&t 0 377 g. heat 
capacity (300°C) 0 033 Cal/g “C, total surface 7 5 cm’) The ad- 
vantages of ths construction were sunple geometry of the 
eqmpment, small pressure drop, no lntluence of pore dtiuslon on 
the reaction rate and small heat capacity The dosmg equtpment 
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Fig 2 Experunental Setup (a) tiament wmdmg, (b) &dued 
bed, (c) platmum gauze, (d) thermocouple, (e) automatic gas 

sampler, (f) gaschromatograph, (g) recorder 

allowed a separate dosage of hydrocarbon, oxygen and helium 
Full details of the reactor a~ mven m [91 

Concentration vanat~ons formed hke a square wave function 
could be generated by magnetic valves In a permd the reactants 
were completely replaced by hehum durmg half the tune of the 
penod Thts arrangement made it possible to swtch between 
reactants and hehum at constant volumetic flow without any 
pressure fluctuations The reaction could be followed analytically 
and thermally For thus purpose the mlet and outlet temperature 
were measured by thermocouples A tmy thermocouple welded 
on the platmum gauze was used to measure the temperature of 
the catalyst The gas was amdysed gaschromatographlcally be- 
fore and behmd the cataiyhc gauze As the concentrations of the 
reactants as a funchon of tnne were detected &scontmuously the 
smgular analyses were carned out at tierent times after the 
begmmng of a per& The results taken from 25 dtierent periods 
were combmed This sampling techmque was possible due to the 
h& reproduclbtity of the concentration vaations controlled by 
exact electronic clocks 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 

The mtion and extinction hysteresis for different mlet 
concentrations was expellmentally determmed at stationary 
operation Table 1 summarizes the experunental conditions 

The temperatures Bven mdlcate the situation mmedmtely af- 
ter wtion The mean residence tnne IS caiculated from the 
molar Uow (n) by means of the catalyst and reactor data usmg an 
average gas temperature The heat produced IS calculated from 
the converslon U and the reaction enthalpy AHR for complete 
combustion The heat produced by reaction LS not only trans- 
ferred by the reaction gas passmg through the reactor A great 
deal of the developed heat leaves the reactor by radiation and by 
heat transfer to the reactor walls Figure 3 shows the temperature 
of the catalyst as function of the inlet temperature for the 
expenmental condlhons gwen m Table 1 

The measured temperatures of the catalyst shortly before and 
after ignition as well as before extmction of the reaction, the inlet 
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Fu 3 Ordmatc T, (YZ) (temperature of catalyst) absvsse T0 
(YZ) (mlet temperature) Temperature hysteresis for an mlet 

concentration of propylene of 1 8 ~01% 
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Table 1 Experunental conditions for a typical run (statmnary operation) 

Inlet concentrations P Cati1 1 08 
C,H, [vol%l 18 n [mmole/sec] 04% 
02 [vol%l 81 7 [msec] -1 
He [vol%l 901 ui- 1 090 

Temperatures AH. kcal/mole] 459 
? [“Cl 205 heat produced [cal/secl 368 

i 
[“Cl 468 c, [Cal/mole “Cl 
[“Cl 273 heat transferred [cal/secl ii:75 

,to gas 

temperature at mfion and extmction and the concentration of 
the hydrocarbon m the fluid (at 4 dtierent mlet concentrations of 
propylene 10,l 2,14 and 18 ~01%) were taken to determme the 
kmetic parameters of eqn (3) The parameters obtamed by 
no&near regression analysis are 

EC,, = 30 0 (kcal/mole) 
E, = 10 (kcal/mole) 

;z 
= 1 9 x lOI (cm/set) 
= 7 74 (cdsec) 

Using these parameters the temperature hysteresis could be 
calculated The result can be seen m comparison to the measured 
values 111 Fig 3 

In order to get some mformatlon of the system’s dynanuc 
properties the concentration of the mtermedlate product (CO) 
and of the final product (CO,) as well as the temperature of the 
catalyst were measured durmg a startmg up procedure The 
results are shown m Fg 4 The mlet concentrations of the 
reactants were twice as high as given m Table 1 m order to 
simulate the first half-penod of a symmetrrc square wave mlet 
function of very low frequency Thus (taken into account that m 
the second half of the period there are no reactants) the average 
mlet concentrations will be the same as mven m Table 1 By 
means of the preheater the startrng temperature of the catalyst 
was set to 505°C so that there was an munedlate rgmtion when 
the reactants reached the catalyst It can be seen by the late 
maxmum of the temperature of the catalyst that the system IS 
ruled by the heat capacity Due to the storage capacity for mass 
of the system there 1s an overshootmg of the carbondioxide 
concentration durmg the startmg up procedure so that for a short 
time a formal yield of more than 100% results Moreover rt can 
be seen that the storage capacity for carbonmonoxide (due to the 
better adsorption at the catalyst) IS greater than for carbon- 
dloxlde The character of carbonmonoxlde as mtermetiate 
product can be recognized from the fact that after some seconds 
the yield of carbondloxlde increases at the expense of carbon- 
monoxide From the startmg up procedure shown III Fig 4 a 
suitable length for the first half-perrod of a symmetrical square 
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Fig 4 Ordmate (left) 9 (So) (yield) Ordmate (nght) T, (“C) 
(temperature of catalyst) Absvsse t (set) (tnne) Oxidatkon of 

propylene at a platmum gauze-startmg up procedure 

wave mlet function can be estnnated between 2 and 1Osec so 
that the most mteerestmg range for the length of penod should be 
between 4 and 20 set 

By means of peno&c operation It was now tied to keep the 
reaction m the hysteresm range not obtamable at steady state 
Consldenng Fig 1 it can be understood that for tis purpose the 
mlet temperature should be near the value needed for @rution at 
steady state Figure 3 shows that wth an mlet concentration of 
propylene of 1 8 ~01% the range of the temperature of the 
catalyst not obtamable at steady state 1s between 230 and 370°C 
The results shown m Fig 5 were obtamed at an mlet temperature 
of 200°C The hme IS to be read from the right side to the left 
because the figure is a copy of the o-al remstratlon dmgram 

, 
5 4 3 2 I 

Fig 5 Ordinate T, (“C) (temperature of catalyst) Absasse t 
(set) (time) Measured oscdlatlons of the temperature of the 
catalyst m the hysteresis region for dtierent lengths of penod 

(C’,,, = 1 8 ~01%) 

Permdlc operation allows to keep the mean temperature of the 
catalyst as well as the upper and lower temperature of a penod III 
the range not obtamable at stationary processmg Shape and 
amphtude of the oscdlation are dependent on the length of the 
penod as well as on the heat capacity of the system It IS 
mterestmg to compare the results for lengths of periods of 
12 13 6 set At the shorter penods the effective changes of the 
temperature at the catalyst are so small that the reactor nearly 
works hke a stationary one The reaction IS either mted or 
extmguished The temperature of the catalyst oscdlates near the 
upper or the lower stable operatmg pomt With the apparatus 
shown m Fig 2 the mrmmum length of period to keep the 
temperature osculation withm the range of hysteresis 1s about 
13 6 set With mcreasmg length of penod osculations are 
generated with sharp temperature maxnna They are caused by 
retarded rgmtlon and a qmck conversion of the reactants after- 
wards 

The posslbtity of workmg m the hysteresis remon IS not 
restncted to thermal mstabditzs With lunetlc mstabdlties sumlar 
operation IS possible Tlus IS expenmentally shown m [lo] 

DISCUSSION 

By measurements of the temperature and conversion 
hystcrcsls the range of the temperature of the catalyst not 
obtamable at steady-state could be determmed The smtable 
length of period for peno&c operation could be estnnated by 
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measurements of a startmg up procedure Usmg these results It 
could be shown expenmentally that It IS possible to operate a 
reactor by means of penod~c processmg w&m a temperature 
and conversion hysteresis At h& frequencies the system cannot 
follow the enforced vanations and works hke a stationary reactor 
m one of the stable pomts of operation vvlth suppressed am- 
phtudes With decreasmg frequencies the amplitudes of the 
cycles mcrease more and more The average temperature stall 
remams w~thm the temperature hysteresis, but the temperature 
maxnnum becomes so high that It nught not be useful to decrease 
the frequency furthermore due to the temperature resistance of 
the apparatus or the selectlvlty of the mtermedlate product 

Thus behavlour can be understood by the well-known equa- 
tions for the mass and heat balances[7] The enforced concen- 
tration vanat~ons are damped by the masscapaclty of the 
system[4] With mcreasmg mass-capacity the concentration 
amplitudes are lowered Caused by the lugh enthalpy of the 
considered reaction the concentration vanations lead to ad- 
tihonal temperature cycles The amplitudes of these cycles are 
mamly determmed by the heat capacity of the system, e g the 
catalytic gauze, the holder of the gauze and the reactor wall The 
late maxlmum of the temperature dunng the startmg up pro- 
cedure and the concentration and temperature fluctuations at 
pertod~c operation show that the dynamic behavlour of the 
system IS mamly ruled by its heat capacity The mass capacity at 
the catalmc gauze is very small 

The advantages of penodlc operation for exothermal reactions 
are not restncted to reaction models as mvestlgated here 
Recently with the example of the production of ethylene oxide m 
a fixed-bed reactor It could be shown that the “hot spot” could 
be avoided without expensive coohng equipment usmg penodlc 
operafion[ll] 
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NOTATION 

A surface area, (cm*) 
C concentration. (mole/cm’) 

c* concentration (referred to the average value durmg a 
period) 

C, molar heat (at constant pressure), (Cal/mole grd) 
E rh activation energy of chemlca? reaction, &al/mole) 
En activation energy of mass transfer, (kcal/mole) 

F* 
AH, 

k 
n 
n 

t f 

z; 

volumetnc flow, (cm-l/mole) 
heat of reaction, (kcal/mole) 
reaction rate constant, (cmlsec) 
mole number, (mmole) 
molar flow, (mmolelsec) 
tune, (set) 
length of penod, (set) 
temperature, (“C or “K) 
converslon 

Greek symbols 
a heat transfer coefficient, (Cal/cm’ set grd) 
p mass transfer coefficient, (cm/set) 
q yield, (%I 
7 residence tune, (ins) 

Subscripts 
c values at the catalyst 
e outlet cond&ons 

eff effective values 
ex values for extmction 

gas values in the gas phase 
hy values of hydrocarbons 
~g values for mtion 

max maximum values 
0 feed conditions 
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JStkct of axial fluid thermal dispersion coefficient on Nusselt numbers of 
dispersion-concentric model of packed beds at low Bow rates 

(Recerwed 3 September 1976, accepted 10 September 1976) 

In derrvmg fundamental equations for packed bed reactor design The coefficient value 0 6-O 8 of eqn (1) comes from the 
the Wsperslon-Concentnc Model (ongmal D-C Model) based on dduslon experiments of many mvestlgators (for example, see 
the followmg assumptions has widely been employed [ll) 

(I) Dispersed plug flow with the dispersion coefficient This paper IS an extension of Wakao’s work[l], cnticlzmg the 
ongmal D-C Model Several models[2,3] have been proposed to 

cu,=(o7~ol)cu,+~_,, (1) interpret anomalous decrease m Nusselt number at low Reynolds 
numbers In thus paper IS shown that analysis based on the 

for ongmal D-C Model IS also responsible for the anomaly 
In fact, If temperatures were of center-symmetry, there would 

Re<2, cLIlub = 0 be no heat flow through the parucles Therefore, assumption (u) 
does not seem to depict the real heat transfer mechamsm 

(u) Concentnc temperature (concentration) profiles m par& In frequency response expenments at low Reynolds numbers, 
cles Llttman, BanIe and Pulslfer[4] pomted out the slgruficance of 


